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-t I , 

General variational principles. based on various stress and their con-

jugate strain measures, for one-step 8S well as incremental solutions of £1-

nice elastic deformations of a solid are summarized. Modifications to these 

general principles which allow the a priori relaxation of the constraints of 

interelement displacement continuity and traction reciprocity in a finite-

element assembly are systematically presented, and various hybrid finite 

elements models are shown to be derivable as special cases. Both stationary 

Lagrangean and Updated Lagrangean formulations are considered. 

Two new rational hybrid-stress incremental finite element models based 

on the Unsymmetric Piola-Lagrange Stress and the concept of discretizing the 

equations of angular momentum balance are presented. An example is included 

LO 1 !JI'''':::::-.:J!:.:! ::~,.:. "'_'- .... ~ .. ;.e J.OCd.i. I..agrangean version of these new models , 

INTRODucrION 

In this paper, numerical ( finite element) techniques for solving pro-

blems of finite deformations of nonlinear-elastic solids are conSidered. 

First. the preliminaries of kinematics. various stress measures and conju-
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gate strain measures, and the expression of equations of balance of linear 

and angular momenta in terms of these, are summarized. Next the question 

of casting the full set of fieLd equations, 1n terms of alternative stress 

and strain measures. for one-step solution of the nonlinear problem, 1n the 

form of most general variational principles is reviewed. For each of the 

alternate stress and strain measures used, the problems involved in deriving 

the classical Heilinger-Relssner type and "complementary energy" type prin

ciples are discussed. 

Next, the question of solving the nonlinear problem incrementally; and, 

to that end, the construction of most general incremental variational prin

ciples in terms of each of the alternate stress and conjugate strain mea

sures are discussed. These general incremental variational principles were 

then applied to 8 finite-element assembly of a descritized solid; and gene

ral "hybrid" incremental principles are derived which allow for the a priori 

relaxation of the constraints of interelement displacement continuity and 

traction reciprocity. Sy a priori satisfying some of the field equations 

and inter-element conditions in these general IIhybrid" principles, special 

"hybrid" principles are derived which yield a8 their respective stationary 

conditions the remainder of the field and interelement conditions. In this 

fashion a unifying theory, for all the hybrid and other finite element models 

for incremental solution of finite elasticity problems, is attempted to be 

arrived at. 

In retrospect, the following definition for "hybrid" finite element mo-

"A hybrid finite element mode 1 is defined as one for which the formula

t ion is based on or is equivalent to a modified variational principle in 

which the constraints of displacement continuity and/or traction reciproci

ty (action and reac t ion) at the inter-element boundaries are relaxed a prio-
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ri; thus leading to more versatility in choosing functions for displacements 

and / or stresses in each element." These necessary constraint conditions, 

however, are enforced a posteriori, at least in a weighted residual sense 

through the mechanism of Lagrange Multipliers in the modified variational 

principle. 

Professor T. H. H. Pian, one of the originators and a leading contribu

tor to the theory of hybrid models, was the first to use the term "hybrid 

element" about 10 years back. While noting that the term "hybrid element" 

has been extended way beyond his original intentions, Pian (1 ] recently sug

gested a definition which is the same, in spirit, as the one given above. 

Comprehensive surveys of various aspects of the finite element methods 

for finite deformation problems were presented earlier by Washizu ( 2J , Nemat

Nasser and his co-workers [ 3,4J, Horrigmoe and Bergan (5 J , and Horrigmoe (6 ]. 

It is the authors I hope that the present article, in some way, unifies the 

concepts and methods outlined in [2-6]. 

In the present paper two new rational "hybrid stress" finite element 

models, based on Total and Updaled Lagrangean formulations, respectively , 

are also discussed in detail. These incremental hybrid-stress models are 

based on modified incremental "complementary energy principles" which invol

ve an unsymmetric Piola-Lagrange stress tensor which satisfies the linear 

momentum balance equations and a rotation tensor (defined in text ) . Thus 

the equations of aOlz u lar momp ntu'2:, b R I ;:IT1(,,"' . ar~ Q,9!i 9"= ; ... ~:" ... -!-,:- =::Z ... .: 

sen t var i ation a l principle. The condition of traction reciprocity at t he 

interelement boundaries is satisfied a posteriori through t he variational 

principle; and the Lagrange Multipliers introduced t o this end are element

boundary displacemen t s which inherently satisfy the inter-element continuity 

condi t on. For this reason, consistent with the definition proposed earlier, 

these model are ..:alled "hybrid -s tress mode is. " 
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The paper concludes with a brief discussion of an example of prescri-

bed stretching [to twice the original length] of a thin elastic sheet. con-

sidered to be nonlinearly elastic, of the Blatz-ko type. The newly deve-

loped incremental hybrid-stress model, based on Total Lagrangean formulation, 

1s used to solve the problem. 

Finally, it is noted that due to the intended scope of the article and 

due to space limitations, the treatment is necessarily sketchy at places. 

NOTATION 

Only cartesian coordinates are used, for simplicity. 

) 'm : 

:il X; OY/Mj 

.!:!. - Y. - X' -' u
i 

e' -' e mi' u 
m,i 

a; aij 

h' , h
ij 

6mi : 

Yj,i 
. (a

jm
) 

~; gij 

t; tij 

Yi,j 

(6mi + hmi ) 

undeformed position vector 

position vector in deformed (Nth) state 

gradient in undeformed metric 

gradient in deformed coordinates; also used with

out superscript N to denote gradient in Nth 

state 

deformation gradient tensor 

displacement vector 

displacement gradient 

rotation tensor 

extension tensor 

kronecker delta 

polar decomposition 

~reen-Lagrange strain ten~ur 

Piola-Lagrange stress tensor (in the present) or 

"Unsymmetric Piola stress tensor" or "First 

Piola-Kirchhoff stress" 

Kirchhoff-Trefftz stress tensor (in the present) 

or "Symmetric Kirchhoff stress" or "Second 
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Piola-Kirchhoff Stress" 

True or "Cauchy" Stress 

Jaumann stress tensor 

strain energy per unit volume 

mass density/unit undefor~d volume 

tensor 

vector 

product of LwO tensors 

inner product of two tensors 

For convenience, the initial as well as deform~d configurations of the 

solid are referred to the same cartesian frame. The undeformed and deformed 

position vectors are ~ and ~ respectively. The gradient of y is the tensor 

!.. such that. 

.dy - r 1: := 'fI'i.; F ij - Y i. j (1 ) 

The non-singular! is considered to have the polar-decomposition, 

!: - f!.. (}. + ~) (2 ) 

where (!'+~)is a symmetric positive-definite tensor,herein called the stretch 

tensor; I is the identity tensor; and ~ is the orthogonal rotation tensor, 

T -1 
such that, a - ~ The gradient of the displacement vector ~ is defined by, 

"" u .. 
1,] 

The deformation tensor, G. is defined by, 

G • rT . !: • (~ + }.) 2 

The Green-Lagrange strain tensor is defined by, 

! 
2 (!! 

(3 ) 

(4 ) 

(5) 
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Following Truesdell and Noll [7]. and Fraeijs de Veubeke [8J, we define the 

Pioia-Lagrange (unsymmecric) stress tensor ~; and the symmetric Kirchhoff

Trefftz stress tensor S, in terms of the true (Euler) stress 1 in the de

formed body, through the following relations: 

T = ! F 
- J-

t IF 
J -

S l (6.) 

or, inversely, 

t _ J«(l 1) .nd S = J(F- l 
T F-T) (6b) -

and t - S FT (6e) 

Also if W, the strain energy density per unit initial volume, is expressed 

1 
symmetrically in terms of the six independent strain measures, 2 (gij + 8

ji
). 

the stress-strain relations can be summarized [8J as, 

S r (Symm. ) T ! = aw/a~ (Unsym.) (7) 

The Jaumann stress tensor, which we label as r. is defined. following [8 J. 

as, 

~ - aw/a~ (Symm.) (8) 

Using Eqs. (3,4,5, and 7), the relation between ~. ~. and ~ is expressed as: 

1 
r - - (t _ 2 _ 

TTL 
S! + S! .!) - 2 [~ . (! + !.:) + (! + !.:) ~l (9) 

l.2 FIELD EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

These equations for finite elastic displacements can be written, as 

derived in detail in [7.S J. when the alternate st ress and their conjugate 

strain measures are used, as follows: 

1. 2. 1 LINEAR MJMENTUM BALANCE 

"- t + Po & - 0 ; (10.) 

,. T . 
0 ._-*, ..... :;-.;0.. •• - ........... .__ 

) " ~ - - 0 

• or "- 1 + P& . 0 (lOe) 

where Po and p are mass densities per unit initia l and final volumes, respec

tively; and K are acceleration components of body forces. 

1.2.2 ANGULAR MOMENTUM BALANCE (Rotational Equi librium) 

--



S 
_ ST 

or, r t - t
T rT or 

T 
or, ,:!; -,:!; 

1.2.3 KINEMATIC RELATIONS 

e - JZ~ 

! - 1 (FT 
F - D 2 _ 

F - !i!.' (I + h) 

1.2.4 CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS 
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(~+ D t 

T 
oS - aW/a:;. 

g- Symmetric 

(l1a) 

(llb) 

(l1e) 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(12e) 

(13a, 
b.c) 

As discussed in detail by Fraeijs de Veubeke [ 8 J. the first two relations 

are in general invertible and the following contact transformations exist: 

and 

such that, 

S(1) - S 

R'.!:) - r 

~(~) J - W[~(1) J 

~(.s)J - W[~(.s): 

(14 ) 

(IS) 

(16 ) 

However, as noted by Truesdell and Noll [7J , and more recently by Dill [9~, 

a single valued inverse for Eqn (13c) (i.e .. a relation for ~ interms of !.) 

may not exist in general. Koiter [ 10 J, while noting that this inverse relation 

may be multiple valued. proposes that "consideration of the global deforma-

tions may make it possible to select the correct result from among the multi-

pie values." 

At this point, it is worth noting that for isotropic materials, ~. !. ~. 

.... J r a .. "e c..Jdxial. Thus, t"~ .... :o~.::-• .:~ S , . 
'':; 

equations (9) for isotropic materials become, 

r -

1.2.5 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

(a) !. - !l . t - !l' (1 . IT) on S 
cro 

h ; . !tlU': tne 

(17) 

(18 ) 

where a is an unit normal to the undeformed surface S where tractions are 
cro 
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(19) 

where S is the undeformed surface where displacements are prescribed to be 
Uo 

1.3 VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR ONE-STEP SOLUTION OF FINITE ELASTICITY 

PROBLEMS 

1. 3.1 BASED ON ~ AND !: 

The equations (lOb,lla,12b,13a,lB, and 19) can be obtained from the sta-

tionarity conditions of the following functional, generally attributed to Hu 

and Washizu: 

1 T T .r [W(!' + 2" ~ :[ll'!. + <JzV + <ll'!.) . (YlU...l 
Vo 

- 2!] )dV 

~ d. -.r E. ' (~- !Dds (20) 
SUo 

where V and 5_ are referred to the initial configuration. The stationary 
o Vo 

conditions of the above functional w-r'C arbitrary variations 6!i O!i and o£ 

lead, as the Euler Equations, to Eqs. (lOb,lla,12b,13a,18. and 19). By sa-

thfying the constitutive relation (13a) a priori, and assuming the contact 

transformation (14) .. the so-called Hellinger-Reissner functional is derived, 

as: 

- J P!!. ~ dV 
V 0 

o 

(y~) ] - SJdV 

Y. ds - S 1.' (y. - !Dds 
Suo 

(2l) 

the stationarity conditions of which lead t o Eqs. (lOb,l2b,18,aand 19). If 

vu ci a : otHer h EulU, pd-

ori, we obtain the well-known Potential Energy Principle, governed by the 

functional: 

lTp(~) - Iv [W(!) - Po!!. . 
o 

Y. ds 

the stationary conditions of which are the equations (10b,lla, and 18). 

(22) 
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Finally let us assume the satisfaction, a priori, of the equilibrium 

equations (lOb). traction b·c (18 ) and the existence of the contract trans· 

formation as in Eq. (14). Thus, if the constraint conditions, namely Eqs. 

(lOb and 18) are removed from the functional in Eq. (21), we obtain: 

S (S (S) 
V -o 

+S !l 
Suo 

(23) 

Thus unlike in the linear theory, in the present case the so·called compte-

mentary energy principle ceases to be a single-field principle involving on-

ly equilibrated stresses. Also, in the present case. it is not possible to 

satisfy the nonlinear equilibrium Eqs. (lOb and 18) a priori. This, in fact, 

has motivated the recent studies by Zuhov [11J. Koiter [10,12], and Fraeijs 

de Veubeke [8J to seek alternate ways to construct "complementary energy 

principles" for finite elasticity. 

1.3.2 BASED ON t AND e 

The equations (lOa,llb,l2a.13c,l8. and 19) can be obtained as the Euler 

equations corresponding to the stationarity of the following functional, 

which also we label as the Hu-Washizu functional: 

. !! ds - J t· 

Suo 
(!! - !Dds 

(24 ) 

If the constraint conditions, viz .• ~ m~; and!! - ~ on S are removed from 
Uo 

~ ..... ~ .. i ...... ~ 1 
-_ •• _ ••• + -" 

!!. ds (25 ) 

The stationarity condition of the above functional leads to the translational 

as well as rotational equilibrium equations (lOa and lIb) in terms of t; and 

the traction b· c. eq. (18). The interesting fact that the rotational equi-

librium equations (l lb ) become integrated in the "p principle, provided that 
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W is considered to depend on! only through the symmetric I. i.e., W is ex· 

1 
pressed symmetrically in terms of the six quantities 2 (gij + Sji) has been 

noted in [8 ). 

The issue becomes more complicated if one attempts to derive, what we 

may call, the Hellinger-Re!ssner-type and the complementary-energy-type 

principles from Eq. (24) because of the formidable problems involved in 

achieving the contact transformation, 

T 
t : [~(r») - W[z(r») - T(r) (26) 

The above transformation hinges on the existence of the inverse solution for 

T 
t - aw/~ , i.e., to obtain z ~ z(!)' That there is no unique inverse rela-

t10n, in general, for e in terms of t has been pointed out by Truesdell and 

Noll [7J and, in more detail, recently by Dill [9]. In the case of iaotro· 

pic "semi-linear" materials, Zubov (llJ attempts to establish such an inver-

se relation; however his arguments were refuted by Dill [9J and others who 

show that the inverse relation can be multiple valued. On the other hand, 

Koiter [12J while proving the existence of multi-valued inversion for t -

T 
aw/~ • proceeds to es~ablish certain sufficient conditions for the validi-

ty of the minimum complementary energy principle using the "complementary 

energy" T(.9 involving.s alone. Earlier, Fraeijs de Veubeke [8] discussed 

the problems associated with evaluating T in terma of !. such that the rota-

tional equilibrium equations, for general materials, may be reflected in the 

special structure for T, if the rotational equilibriu~,~~ns (llb) ~.r~ .. 

expected to be built in the complementary energy principle and the stress ~ 

are subjected to the only a priori the condition of translational equilibrium 

Eqn (lOa). 

Thus it appears that even though some progress has been made, much re-

mains to be understood in order to construct a truly minimum complementary 

energy principle for general materials, in terms of! alone; and even if this 
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were achieved it remains to be seen whether it would be of any use in prac-

tical engineering applications of the type that are contemplated in the 

present paper. 

1. 3.3 
1 T T 

BASED ON !:. AND ~ [!:. • 2(.s . ;t. +!! . oS )] 

We consider here that the strain energy density W is expressed symme-

crically as a function of the engineering strain tensor h. We consider the 

following functional, which also we label as the Hu-Washlzu functinnal: 
h + h·l' 

"Hw(~; oS;;t.;!!.) - fvo[W(~) + ,T: [(.! +!l\!.)-;t..(.! +- 2 - »)dV (26 ) 

- f P K 
V 0 

o 

l! dV - J 1: . .!:! ds - S !... (y.. - .!:!)ds 

Sao Suo 

T Noting that the variations 6E are subject to the constraint that a . ~ - It 
we see that the stationarity condition of the functional in Eq. (26) can be 

written as: 

-f [2.·.s+PoK}6!!.dV+f[(.!"2!!)-.e·(.!~)h.sdV-.r (!-£')· 6!!.ds 
~ ~ ~ 

-i (!! - ~)'6!ds 
Sl'O 

(27) 

Thus the Euler equations are, clearly, all the necessary equations, viz., 

Eq. (9a;aab;lOa,12c,18, and 19). As has been discussed in [8]. the stress-

strain relations ~ - aW/~ can be inverted, and the following contact trans-

formation can be achieved: 

or, expressing ~ in terms 
h + hT 

,T : [a(-'--"'») _ _ 2 

...... " ,'--- -- \ .... , 
of "S. 

(29) 

If the stress-strain relations are satisfied a priori in Eq. (26), we obtain 

what we label here as the Hel linger-Reissner functional, as: 

f T r - -""R(' ,a,!!,) - [ -R(r)+t :[F-a]-R.·u)dV- S "uds -f '-(u-!!,)ds (30) 
" - - Vo - - - - 0- - • "0 - so;,-



The stationarity conditions of "HR leads to the Euler Equations (IOa,llb, 

12c,l8, and 19). If, further, one assumes the satisfaction, a peiori, of 

only the translational equilibrium equations (lOa) and traction b·c (18), 

one obtains the reduced functional, which we call here the complementary 

energy functional: 

n (t;a) 3 J [-R(r) 
c - - V

o
-

+ !.T: Q-Z]jdV +.f t 

SUo 
!!.ds 

The variational equation corresponding to 6t (subject to the constraint 

(31) 

y . 6~ - 0) is the compatibility condition (12c); where as that corresponding 

to 62 (subject to the constraint a T 2 -~) is the rotational equilibrium 

equation (Ub). 

The satisfaction, a priori, of the tran~lational equilibrium equations 

for t is simple; and as seen above, the rotational equilibrium becomes an 

integral part of the variational principle through the appearance of a. It 

appears to us, from the point of view of engineering applications, Eq. (31) 

represents the most consistent developement of a "complementary energy prin-

ciple" for finite elasticity. In 00 far as the authors are aware, the deri-

vat ion of Eq. (31) is due to Fraeijs de Veubeke [8], whose paper contains a 

most careful and detailed treatment. 

In all the variational principles summarized in this section, it is no-

ted that all the domain and boundary integrals refer to the known initial con-

figuration. Each of the above variational principles can be used to solve 

a finite-elasticity problem when the prescribed loads/displacements are con-

sidered to be applied in a single step. In the literature of finite element 

applications, only the direct application of tne potential ent: 'LIS} p:...!:nc.l.Y!.':'-'-

as in Eq. (22) appears to be used, as by Oden [13J who solves plane problems 

involving Mooney-Rivlin-type materials. As is now widely known, in the appli-

cad. on of the potential energy principle, the assumed displacements must be 

compatible at the interelement boundaries, for convergence. The resulting 
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nonlinear algebraic equations are generally solved using the imbedding tech-

niques such as the Newton-Raphson method. 

To extend the above developments to path-dependent inelasticity pro-

blems. as well as due to inherent intuitive appeal, "incremental formu-

lations': wherein the prescribed loads/displacements are considered to be 

applied in small but finite increments, are generally preferred. Such for-

mulations are taken up in the following sections. 

2. INCREMENTAL FORMULATIONS; HYBRID FINITE ELEMENTS 

As mentioned, the loading process is considered in a finite number of 

increments. We label the states (stress,strain,deformation) of the solid 

to be ~ and ~+1 prior to and after. the addition of the (N+l)th load in

crement, respectively. Depending on whether the metric Co (unstressed, 

initial) is used to refer all the incremental statesj or whether the metric 

in ~ is used to refer the incremental quantities from ~ to 1N+l' two types 

of formulation, generally referred to as the "Total Lagrangean" and "Updated 

Lagrangean" formulations, respectively, are possible. These are discussed 

in a unifying fashion below. 

2.1 TOTAL LAGRANGE AN FORMULATIONS 

In this case, the metric of Co is used to refer all the state variables 

in each of the subsequent states. Let state CN be defined by the variables, 

N N N N N N N N (S ;t jr jQ ;e ;u ;h jQ jete), and a similar set of variables in C+
1 

with ___ £____ -N 

the superscriot (N+l). 

c 1 be ( 6S;6tj6r ;6R ; 6e;6u;6h;6a;etc). Let this incremental state be symbo-
~+ ---~----
lized by 6C. Thus, as a matter of formal symbolics, CN+

l
• CN+ 6C. We con-

sider as a generic case, procedures for solving the increments in state va-

riables. Nothing that ~ is still the gradient operator in the metric of Co' 

the following incremental field equations can be derived for passage from 

~ to Si+l: 
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in terms of ~; ~; 6~ (fully nonlinear) 

N T .N T 
l1 . [! . (llAu ) + 6! . (! + lZA!!.) J + Po6& - 0 (32) 

(33., 
b) 

I[ T T N NT T 6!-Z 26l!.+(lZAl!.) +(26l!.) .(~ )+(~) .(l16Y.)+(lZA!!.l .(l16!!.l) (34) 

N TNT 
!!. [~ . (lZAl!.) +6~· (! +l16Y.) J " II!. • II!. on S (35) 

"0 
A!!. • A.!:!. on S 

Uo 

in terms of ~~i 6z ; 6~ 

l1 . 60S + Po 6& - 0 

6!T - o6W/n6~; 6~ - lZAl!. 

~ • ~ on Su • etc. 
o 

The general variational principles governing the above incremental 

(36) 

(37) 

(38a, 
b) 

(39a, 
b) 

field equations can be obtained, through their counterparts for the one-

step solutions. in the following fashion. Let the value of a functional n 

N+l N N+l . _N 
governing a given principle be nee ) and n(e ) at states ~- and C- • res-

pectively. Through the substitution of the respective state variables, one 

can obtain, 1n general, 

TT(CN+1)-nCc?) :;iTT(CN+6C)-TT(~) - constant + T/(C
N
, 1st order terms of 

ll,C) + r? (c? 2nd order terms of 6,C) +T? (eN, 3rd and higher order 

terms of 6C) (40) 

I N 
It can be shown, in general, that 6Tl - 0 if state C truly satisfies the re-

levant field equations. 
2 3 

It can be also shown that 6(n +TT_)· 0 leads_ to ~he . 

fully nonlinear incremental field equations, relevant to the given variational 

pr inciple, as i n Eqs. (32 to 39). However, if the increments are "suffici-

ently11 small, the incremental field equations can be linearized, and these, 

for a given variational principle, in general, can be shown to follow from 

2 3 
6". - O. Thus in subsequent discussions TT is ignored; thus making it possi-

ble to obtain piecewise linear incremental solutions. However. 1f terms in 
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n3 were omitted in all increments prior 

satisfy the relevant field equations. 

to 'N' the state ~ may 

1 Thus 6" may not vanish. 

not truly 

Thus. in 

1 
practical applications, it is advisable to retain n to generate iterative 

"correction procedures" to keep the path of the piecewise linear incremental 

solution from straying as little as possible from the true solution. Such 

corrective iteration procedures, such 8S "equilibrium correction iteration" 

and '!::ompatibil1ty mismatch iteration" are used in literature . These icera-

tions, based on physical arguments as above, are entirely analogous to the 

mathematical procedures used in imbedding techniques for solving nonlinear 

algebraic system of equations. 
1 

While noting that n can be obtained formal· 

1 
ly from Eq. (40), if necessary, we omit any further discussion of n in the 

2 incremental variational principles to follow, and simply consider n of the 

respective principle. 

Thus. the incremental Hu·Washizu principle, governing the transition 

from'li to ~+l' corresponding to Eq. (20) is: 

,,2HW(A!;A!;6!!) • t[AW-PoAS:Al!. +t{ [(~) T. (~ ]-A! : <l1! - ~ (~ 
T NT T N r - r -+(~) +(l1!!.) • (~)+<lzA!!) • (l1!!. » }dV- ~ ~'6!!ds - . A!.' (6!!-Al!.)ds 

"0 S'b (41) 

where AW(A!) • t trace ~ I 'l A! ' ~J (42) 

The stationarity conditions of the above functional are the linearized forms 

of incremental equations, Le., Eqs. (32·36). but without the underlined non· 

!!.:.:.::: :: :::;7.':. !~::::1.", nn,:,,!: that t he ipc..rep!ent.al conotitutive law is also 

linearized through the definition of 6W 8S in Eq. (42). 

Likewise the incremental form of the Hu·Washizu functionaL corresponding 

to Eq. (24) is: 

where 122 
AW • 2 trace [0 W/oz . ~ . ~} (44) 
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Further, it is assumed that! enters W only through! and that W is expres-

sed symmetrically in terms of the components of !; thus assuring that the 

rotational equilibrium equations are built-in. The Euler equations of the 

principle are the incremental field equations as stated in Eqs. (37-39). 

Eventhough we can formally obtain the "Hu-Washizu" incremental functio-

nal corresponding to Eq. (26) [as later shown in Table III], since the novel-

ty of using ~ and ~ measures lies in the ability of constructing rational 

engineering solutions based on a "complementary energy principle," we restrict 

our attention here to obtain an "incremental complementary energy functional" 

corresponding to Eq. (31), thus: 

(45) 

(46) 

_ 1 ( N N T NT NT T] 
6~ - 2 ! . 6!!. + 6!, .!: + 6!!. . t + !! . 6£ (47) 

has been used. With the a priori conditions that: (i) ~ • ~t+p A& • OJ 
- 0 

- N 
n.·6t-b.,ton S ; and (11) (0' 

- a -
T N + 6S) is orthogonal, or, approximately, 62'~ + 

NT . .2 . 6~- 0; the variational equation 6TTC· 0 can be shown to lead to the re-

quired incremental field eqs. and b·c; thus: 

~. 62' (!t +!) +; b~ (48) 

ill2 
N 

t . N CJt + L> 2 + (IN + bl) 
N 

- Symm. (49) JJ 

and bu -~ on Su (50) 
0 

~+l' However, since the statement of rotational equilibrium in the previous state 

viz. , ~ is built into Eq. (49), an inherent check for rotational equilibrium for 

each successive stage may be considered as being built into Eq. (49). ltlreover, 1£ 

N T 
62,18 sufficiently small (such that (£ +6£) . 66.gcan be considered skew-symmetric) 

and further the term6~'6~jl'6!T 18 retained in the definition for 6!.. it 
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is seen that. instead of Eq. (49), one obtains the exact rotational equilibrium, 

N· N N 
equation 1n ~+l' i. e., that ~ +l!.~+.!). (1. +6,S)' (,2' +6S) is syumetric. 

Now, we turn to the applications of the above principles to a finite 

element assembly. Let the continuum V be divided into a finite set of non
o 

overlapping sub domains Vom(m-l"M) the boundary of which i8 ~VOm' It is easy 

to picture that in general, aVo - Sa + Su + P ; where S~om and Su are 
mOm Om Om om 

those portions of oVom where tractions and displacements, respectively, are 

prescribed (especially when a portion of oVOm coincides with the overall 

boundary of V
o
)' and POm is that portion of an element boundary which is 

common to that of an adjoining element ("inter-element boundary"). It is 

easy to see that for several elements in the interior of the continuum, 

OVom- Pam' Further, let us arbitrarily denote one side of POm' as POrn is 

approached, by the superscript (+) and the other Side, similarly, by a (-). 

Then it is seen that the necessary field equations, 90 that the solution ge-

nerated for the ~lnite-element assembly approaches that for a continuum are, 

(in the pie~ewise linear incremental form): 

or 

(a) in Vo : 
m 

l1 [1N. 

l1 .6! + 

(l1A!0 T 

Po.6&. -

Rotational Equilibrium: 

:~ ~~':' .... ,.i,,'" T.;tw: 

+ AS . ~T) + P 6& - 0 
- - 0 

0 

Eqs. (33.) or Eq. (49) 

Eqs. (33b) or (38a) or (46 ) 

Compatibility Condition: Eq. (34) without the nonlinear term, i.e., 

(51) 

(52) 

1 T NT T N 
~.a. - 2(2A'!. + (2A'!.) + (11~) . (2A'!.) + (2A'!.) . (11~)] (53) 

or Eq. (38b); or Eq. (48) . 

(b) at Su lI!!.- lI!!. (c) at Sa : At" At (54a, 
'In om b) 

(d) + (!l • ~t)++ <!l ~t) • 0 (55, at Pom: t.!!.- lI!!. 
56) 

Eq. (55 ) represents the condition of interelement displacement compati-

billty; where as Eq. (56) is the statement of interelement traction recipro-
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city. As in the case of the linear problem [14J, the interelement condi

tions, Eqs. (55,56) eannot be recovered from the variational principles 

analogous to that in Eqs. (41 or 43), if simply the domain and surface 10-

tegraLa appearing 1n Eqs. (41 or 43) were replaced by the sum of the finite-

element domain and finite element surface integrals; unless of course the 

admissible displacement field in each finite element satisfies, a priori, the 

+ -constraint condition QUi· QUi at Po' However. to preserve the versatility 
m 

of the finite element method, it is advantageous to seek alternate formula-

t10ns, wherein discontinuities of field variables at interelement boundaries 

are allowed, a priori; but such continuity constraints, viz., Eqs. (55) and 

(56) are enforced, a posteriori, at least in an average sense, through the 

variational principle. Thus, in applying the principle, such as stated 

+ -through Eq. (41), to a finite element assembly, wherein u i ~ ui a priori, 

the constraint conditions (55,56) can be introduced in two alternate ways, 

analogous to the procedure shown in the linear case (14J. We label the thus 

modified functionals as the '~u-Washizu Incremental Hybrid Finite Element 

Functionals", and the finite element models derived from the corresponding 

functionals as the "Hybrid FEM". The two versions of the modified functio-

nals corresponding to Eq. (41) are: 

2 (.6,U'.6,2' 6S' 6t )_ (Firs t three terms are the same as in Eq. (41), except that 
TTHWMI -, x.' .... ' -11 

r ; J ; I . in (41) are replaced by E S ; I:I ; EJ ,respective ly)- EJ 111. . 6,!!ds. 
'\ s S' m S S mp p o 0'0 uo Vo 0'0 u om 

m m om (57) 
2 . 

Tt. __ ... (6u;t.!l;t~S;11!r it.!. ) - First three integral sums the 
MW,"" - '" _ p p 

In Eq. (57), At are Lagrange Multipliers (phYSically the tractions at 
p 

the interelement boundary) such that they are unique at the interface of two 

adjoining elements. Noting that in an integral such as E.f F(p)dp each 
m P"m 

inter-element boundary appears twice, it is easily shown that the conditions 
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of stationarity of the functional in Eq. (57), due to variation of all the 

+ -variables are: Eqs. (Sl;33a;33b;53;S4a,b), and the conditions dUt - dUt at 

+ - -p ; and At - -A.,t - At at p ; 
m ~ m 

i.e., all the necessary conditions. 

Likewise, in Eq. (58). A[ are displacements that unique at the interelement 
p 

boundary, whereas, At are Lagrange Multipliers (tractions at ~ of an ele-
p m 

ment) that are independent for each of the two elements at their common in-

terface. The conditions of stationarity of the functional in Eq. (58) are 

+ -once again, the Eqs. (51;33a;33b;53;54a,b); and the conditions ~ - ~ -

6Ji at p • 
p m 

+ + 
and Ai - ~ ~ -Ai - -At at p. However. by choosing, 8 priori, 

ppm 
+ 

that At -p 
ar+ and ~t - dt for each element, the variable At in Eq. (58) 

=p - P 

can be eliminated, and thus the total number of independent variables can 

be reduced, thus: 

,,2WM2(6!!.;6.2;t.,§;6.U) .. First three terms same as in Eq. (58)-t [6.1.. (~-~ )dp 
H .... -P m P 

om 
(59) 

where now, 6.~ in the last integral in Eq. (59) is derived from the field 

variables assumed in V 
om 

Following the same arguments as above, we derive the "Hu-Washizu incre-

mental hybrid finite element" functionals corresponding to the Eq. (43), as: 

·lU!.ds - or 

2 ( - ° "HWM2 6Y,;t.e;6.t;6!!. ;6.1. ) .. Fust three terms same as in 
- - p p 

As in Eq. (59), the number of independent variables in Eq. (61) can be 

+ reduced by setting, a priori, At ~ 
p 

+ - -
(6_toll) and 6t - (6ton) ° 

-p -

(60) 

Finally, if the constraint A!.+ + At .. 0 at Pm is sought as an a poste-

!iQ£i condition, the modified functional corresponding to Eq. (45). which 

we label here as an lIincremental hybrid-stress FE functional," is: 



- ES M:A!!.-
m 5 

(62) 

u"'" 
2 ( _ 

"'52 6t,6a.L\.t .t\~ ) - First two terms same a8 
" - - P P 

in Eq.(62) -ES(n'6t-iII ).6u ds 
m - - P -P Po 

m (63) 

In Eq. (62) • Aoi. are 
P 

unique displacements at the interelement boundary; 

and in Eq. (63) • iII 
P 

are unique tractions at the inter-element boundary and 

A!!. are independent displacements for each of the two elements at their ad-
p 

joining boundary. By interpreting the last integral in Eq. (62) slightly 

differently, the principle behind Eq. (62) can be shown to be analogous to 

Piants hybrid stress model and Fraeljs de Veubeke1s equilibrium stress model 

for linear elasticity (see (14J for a discussion of the linear case.) 

A systematic classification of the various finite element models, re-

8trieted however to the cases which the authors believe to be practically 

useful, are given in the following Tables. 

3. UPDATED LAGRANGE AN FORMULATION 

!n this type of formulation, the metrie of state ~ is used to refer 

all the incremental variables from 1N to ~+l' Here, for simplicity, we use 

a cartesian coordinate system to describe the geometry of 1N also. Let TN 

be the true stress in CN. Let the incremental variables in passing from 1N 
* * * * * * * 

to CN+l as referred to 1N be {6~ ,6! ,6~ ,~ .6! ,~,fi~ .fiE}' We note that 

* *N+l 65 is the difference between the Kirchhoff-Trefftz stress ~ in ~+l 

N 
(but measured per unit area in ~) and the true stress ~ ..... in ~~ _~_~d i .i! _ 0lSeI1 ___ . _ _ -.:-' .... 

* ~cre~Leci to as the Truesdell stress-increment. Noting that ~ is the gra-

dient operator in ~, the following piecewise-linear incremental field equa

tions for the finite-element assembly can be written: 

(Continued after Tables I, II, III.) 
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Table 1. Total Lagrangean Formulation Using 6!. ~, 6!!. 

A Priori A Posteriori Variables 
Condit 10na Functional Cond it ion8 in FEM Remarks 

-
A!!.; 6R; 65 

Eq. (57) 
Eqs. 51; 338; in Vo';' "- Has t gener ai. Not used 80 far 

NONE 
33b; 53; 548. 6tp ~t oVm• in prior literature. 

- hj 55, 56. 6!!.6Jt.6~ 1~ 
Eq. (58) Vom ' 6.!.p.6!!.p 

at ~Vm' -
Eqs. 33a,b; ,,~- ~ [~ I IIW-po6&·6!!.]dV- ~ 6£:6wlsj . Eqa. 51; 54b; 6u in V . "Compatible Displacement Model" 
53; 54a; 55. 56 

- om 
Most easy to use. 

o~ oOm 
-

Eqs. 33a,b; 
2 2 

Ibove - r: J: bot • bud p Eqs. 51; 54bj 6Y. in Vom ; Hybrid Displacement Hodel I '\101- "CD li at Porn° 53. 54 •. m Paw p 55; and 56 -p 
• 

2 2 S - 6!!. In .... yom; Hybrid Displacement Hodel II " -" .. 6f 6.!. '(6!!.-@ )dp HD1 C1L P P 6t .6u at 
.' Pmo -p -p 

, Porn' 
o 2 

Eq. 33b is Two 81tern~te functionala ~RMI and Eqa. 51; 53; Mixed and Hybrid-Mixed Models. 
invertible. 2 '0 54s,b; 55; If continuity conditions are 

1'\tRM2 are !pbtained from Eqs. (57.58) 56 satisfied a priori. we get 
by rep1.c1lg 6W-6~: ~ by 65. pure Hixed Hodels. 

Note: Concerning FEM tased on Assumed Stresses: (a) The a priori satisfaction of equilibrium Eq. (51) 
is difficult. Even if this were schieved, the reduced functional sl:ill contains incremental 
displacement grad ients within each element; thus necessitating the use of a displacement field 
within each elemt.nt. In such a case J from the view point of consistency, it may be better to 
use Mixed and Hyl ,rid-Hixed Models. 

IV 
W 
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Table II • . Total Lagrangean Form 8ased on 6~; A!i A~ 

--
A Priori A Posteriori Variables in 

Cond it ion8 Functional Conditions FEM Remarks 
-

6!:!.i ll,!} Analogous to one used 
Eq. (6fr) Eqa. 37; At; hl. . by Hemet-Nasser [4] 

38a,bj - p 
NONE - - 39a,b; 

55;56 

(61) 
A!:!,;!l!iA!.i 

Eq. 
At j~ • 

p P 

Eqs. l8a,b; 2 - Eqs.37. A!:!. In Vo Essy to use. 
39b.55 T · CD-~(t[6W-Po6&'6!!)dV-.~ 6!.·6!!doj 398. 56 m 

, lib a Om 

, 
! '2 2 

\\101- "CD - E S 6t· 6u dp d!!.i At
p 

Hybrid Displacement 
Eqa. 38a,b m -P- Eqa.37j Mode 1 1 POm 

39b 398; 55; - - and 56 , 
" 2 2 -ES 6!. (M! - 6!!: )dp ll!:!.i 6.!.i Hybrid Displacement 'f

i
"HD2- '"(]) 

m P P P P Mode 1 2 
• om tlii.n 

Note: The U8ul'l "HelUnger~Re1s8nerll and "complementary energy" type functionala cannot be derived 
, T 

because 'Df the non·existence of a unique inverse for t • '3W/ae. Even if waye are found to choose a 
i - ..... 

'I::orrect " inverse, practical engineering applications of the associated principles may be limited. 
, -
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Table III. Total Lagrangean Formulation 8ased on 6!; 6~; 62; 6~ 

" 

A Posteriori Var1.ables 1n 
A Priori Functional . Conditions FEM 

2 1 2W 
'il - 1: ~ [- trace iI.J! , 6h ' 6h 37; 39,8,bj 48; 6!i bE; 6.gi WMI. or 2 m 2 ah2,.,.-

49; 55; and 56. @;6.I NONE 
Om _ 

p 
T N N 

+ 6~ , : [S!AJ!. - Ji! ' 6!! - 6Ji! ' ~ + g] 

-!: [6~ , 
N 

(h + 6h + I)] - P t.&'6JJ.1dV A.E,i b!:i 62; ,." _..... 0 

.6,u· A!. . 

- ~ 61' 4!!.ds - ,~ M.(6JJ. - rul)da 
:' p' 

6J!.p 
" 0 U 

Om Om , 

- I : III . 6udp, or r b!.. (A!!. - iii. )d P 
• I P - . p p 
~o Po 

m m 

Note: The moat nO J ~l application of this approach 1s the ability to construct rational 

Hybrld-strel9 models a8 through Eqs. (62) and (63); wherein the only conditions 

satisfied a priori are: (1) ~ , 6t + P t.& - 0; M. - M. on S _ 0 a ; and a6W/o6h - 6r, - -0 m 

" 

Remarks 

Too Cumbersome 

to use. 

I 
, 

, 

tv 

'" 
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3.1 TRANSLATIONAL EQUILIBRIUM 

• • N 
~ :6~ + P A& - 0 in Vmn , 

or * N * . T * N 
~ . [1. . (~ ~) + 6! J + p ll& • 0 in V 

am 

(64) 

(65 ) 

where Vmn is the domain of the mth finite element in 'N' Also the incremen

tal stresses are defined by 

* *N+l N 
6! -.s N -!.; 

* *N+l N 6! -! N - Z etc. (66. 
b) 

*N+l 
where ~ N is the total Piola-Lagrange stress in 1N+l measured per unit 

area in ~. 

3.2 ROTATIONAL EQUILIBRIUM 

• 6!*T; • N • 
6! or [(~ A!D .:!. + 60S J - Symn. (67a, 

b) 
3.3 KINEMATICS 

• • • 1 • • T 
6! - st b..!:!.; 6! - 2" [~~ + (~6~) J (68) 

* N+l *N+l • Also. 11. -" (! + 6~ ) (69) _N 

ON+! 
where CJ N is the rotation tensor in ~+l as referred to ~ I and is ortho· 

gonal. Using a slightly different notation, we set 

* *N+l 
6:; -:; N -! (70) 

• Thus. neglecting higher order terms, 6a can be simply considered to be 

skew-symmetric. Using (70) in (69). to a first order approximation, it is 

seen that 

• • • 
~~-6~ +6:; 

3.4 CONSTITUTIVE LAW 

• 
~ • ». 

- ''Z ~ 
a6!* d6~ 

• • 
~~~. * ~~~. - 60S 

* - .--
* - 6r 

• 
~ 
06;:' 

- 61) * 

(71) 

(72) 

(73., 
b) 

If W is the strain energy density per unit volume in Co' the incremental 

* strain energy ~W can easily be shown to be. 
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• 1 • • • 6W - 2 cijkl 6&ij 6&k1 
j 

(74) 

where, 

N N N N 

• _1_ OY i aYj oYk OY 1 
Cijkl -

\IN \ ilxp ilxq OX OKs 
C 

pqrs' 
r 

N 

iR 
and \~\ - det [ ::~ ] C 

- agpq agrs Il pqrs 
~ere (75) 

N and! is the Green-Lagrange strain in ~ a8 referred to Co' Thus 1n the 

Updated Lagrangean formulation, the strain-energy density expressions be-

come somewhat cumbersome. 

3.5 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

-IIr * *N*t 
6~ - ~ . 6~ = ~ (6~ + X . (y~) 1 on Somn (75) 

where v 18 the unit normal to the traction prescribed boundary SOmn of the 

mth element in ~. Likewise, the displacement h'c are, ~ - ~ on S . 
"mn 

3.6 INTERELEMENT MATOlING CONDITIONS 

+ *+ *-
6!!.. - ~ at Pam and At + A!. • 0 at Pam . (76, 

77) 

Analogous to the case of the Total Lagrangean formulation, all the above 

field equations for the finite element assembly can be derived al stationa-

rity conditions of one of the following alternative functionals which are 

derived in a manner analogous to that used in obtaining Eqs. (57,58): 

2* * *...;k 
TT. ___ I(~,6& ,6S ,~ ) 

HWM - - p 
r *N 1 * N * T - ~"v [6W -p 1I&·t.~+2(Y t.!!.l:[r '(y 6!!.l 1 

un 

* *1 * * T -It: 
6t :r6~ - ~< lL ~+(V ~) >JdV - E r II t.~d. 

= ~a~' 

-* - I:S ~ . 
In P P 

mn 

6.!:!,ds (78) 

or, 2 * * *-"HWM2(6~,~ .b! .A!p'~p) • First three terma same as above 

I:S ~. (~ - t.ii: ) da 
In P P p 

mn 

(79) 
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l
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-* Ai "nuds 
p -

(80) 

or, 2 * * * .... n __ o_(A!!.,ll,e 1M .At .6.!:!. ) ""First three terms same a8 1n Eq. (80) 
HW"" - - -p p 

S * -- 1: 6.t (ll!!-ll!! )ds 
m p p p 

mn 

(81) 

Using the alternate general "Hu-Washizu Hybrid Incremental funct!-

onals" 88 in Eqa. (78 to 81), all the possible hybrid finite element models. 

similar to those given in Tables 1- 111;, can be enumerated, but are omitted 

here for reasons of space. As in Table I (for Total Lagrangean formulation) 

in the present formulation also, one can use the two most generaL prine!-

pIes of Eqs . (78, 79) as such; or derive a compatible displacement model; or 

derive Hybrid-Displacement Models I and II, or derive Mixed and Hybrid-Mix-

ed Models . As before, if the constraint condition of element-internal equ!-

librium, namely, Eq. (65) is removed from the functional in Eq. (79), and 

* * further if A! is set to be equal to A! in Eq. (79), one obtains a formal 
p 

equivalent of Pian-type ''hybrid-stress functional" thus: 

2* *,." S * 1 * N * T 
TT (ll!!; 6S ; ll!! ) • 1: ( - 6S - - £. ll!!: [ T - (£. ll!!) ] J dV 

HS2 - P m 'Ion 2 -

where the stresses; a priori, satisfy the conditions, 

* ~ ;.. T ;. _ 
i. · (T

l
. \~ ru!) +o.S J + pN6&· 0 in V",," - - -' 

and 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

Thus in the above functional, both the stresses and displacements within 

the element appear in the functional, thus it 1s not a true complementary 

energy functional. * In Ref. (15 ] a method was suggested to choose 6~ such 

that Eq. (83) is satisfied a priori. The a posteriori conditions that are 
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sought from Eq . (82) are the equations of internal compatibility: 

** *1* *T MS lab~ 5 II! - 2" (y All. + (y All.) ] (85) 

and the interelement traction reciprocity ; 

*+ *-61 + ~ - 0 at Pm (86) 

and the associated boundary conditions at Su and S . If the functional 
m am 

* + in Eq. (83) is varied first with respect to 6! only such * * that .2. 66~ "0, 

it can be seen that the term involving TN is redundant in order to recover 

the compatibility condition, Eq. (85 ) . With this motivation, the term in-

N volging! was dropped from the functional of Eq. (82), in Ref. [l~. How-

ever, the effect of TN was accounted for in Ref . [15] through the inclusion 

of a "particular solution function!! for tJ.z.,*. in Eq. (83 ) . in terms of TN and 

* .2.~' Also in the solution process of [ l~, an equilibrium correction ite· 

ration term was included. However, in retrospect, it appears that the re· 

suIting numerical procedure in ( 15), with the attendant finite element as· 

sumptions and descritizations, can at best be characterized as that corres· 

ponding to an approxtmated finite element model. Attempts to include the 

N 
term T Eq. (82) were also made by Boland and Pian (16 ]. However , in both 

the approaches, that of Refs. (15.l6 J ,the need arises to introduce the ele· 

ment-interior displacement field in addition to the element·stresses in the 

formulation. Thus the procedures in [15.l6 J fail to be analogous to the 

''hybrid-stress model of Pianll as in the linear case . If both stress and dis-

1"'1 aCewent t1eids i n the eit:wt:uc are nt:t:t.lea (u ~e a~sumed • .Lt woultf -apl'eat'" to 

be most consistent and rational to directly formulate a hybrid model from 

the IlModified Hellinger-Reissner functional," derivable from Eq. (79), by 

assuming the existence of the contact transformation, Eq. (84). 

+ In the Pian-type hybrid stress functional, in the linear case, the func
tional is first varied with respect to undetermined parameters a in the 
functions for assumed stresses and the resulting equations are used to eli
minate e's at the element level, and express them in terms of nodal dis
placements . 
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Turning to the application of the general modified principles based on 

* • ~~6! .61 88 in Eq . (80,81). precisely the same comments sa in the Total 

Lagrangean case, Table II, apply when these general principles are reduced 

to various special cases. Further discussion of these is omitted. 

Finally. it appears that the most consistent "modified complementary 

energy principle" governing the Pian~type or Frajeis de Veubeke-type hybrid 

stress model, based on the concept of descritlzing rotational equilibrium 

equations, analogous to the previously discussed total Lagrangean case can 

be written a8. 

*2 .. ....... .. N .. *1' .. * -k 
><"S2(6t .6ct .II!! ) -l: r (6R +T :6ct +l\t "6~ )dV -l:f Ut"6t -6.t )II!! ds 

H. ......... P m"v .......... - N ms"'" P 
mn "mIt 

(87) 

.. .. N *- .-
wherein the equation z'~ + P A& - 0 in Vmni8 met a priori; but £ +! 

- 0 at Pm is enforced through the Lagrange Multipliers ~P at Pm' MOreover, 

* the rotation tensor A~ is required, appriori, to satisfy the orthogonality 

* * T condition, (! + A2 ). (1 + A2) - l· Thus, if higher order terms are neg-

• lected. 6~ is simply required to be skew-symmetric. 

In the foll~ing we present a numerical example of the application of 

a consistent hybrid-stress finite element model using Total Lagrangean des-

cription. based on the concept of descritizing rotational equilibrium, as 

discussed in Eq. (62). 

4" EXAMPLE: STRETOIING OF AN ELASTIC SHEET 

We present here the example of the · prescribed stretching of a thin 

~.Lastl.c sneet; the prescribed stretch being assumed to be twice its~r· i.-gi-

nal length. Thus, the surface tractions along the edges x l - ± a/2 are zero, 

whereas a uniform displacement is prescribed at the edges X
2 

- ±. b/2 to be 

equal to ± b/2, respectively. The material is a8lumed to be a Bratz-Ko[17] 
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type material. whose strain energy density per unit initial volume is as-

8umed to be characterized by, 

(88) 

where ~, f. and a are material constants and further. 

(89) 

where Ii are the principal invariants of the deformation tensor G [ef Eq. 

(4) ] . If 9t are the principal invariants of the stretching tensor [!. +~J , 

it is known that, 

(90) 

we restrict our attention here to the plane-stress case; ie,eI3-c31-e23-

t 32-c33 - 0; and further aBlume that 0'13-0:31 -~3-"32- 0 j and Q':n- 1. The 

incremental strain-energy density function OW, defined by 

1 
6,W - 2" trace (91) 

can be shown to be, 

D~~~ ~ ~ -~ CT • h 1 h~ Q . VA define the symbols in the above equation, as, 

682-( 822+ 833 )6811- 82l 6812 - 812 6821+(811+833)6922+(811+822)11&33 

683 • 8228336811 - 833 82f 81f 8338126821+(.811 822 -812 ~1 )6833+833 8116922 

2 
6 8t'68116822 -66126821+ 68116833+ 68:z211833 
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(93) 

N th 
In the above, 91j are known quantities 91jat the N stage. and the super-

script N is ommitted for convenience. It 1s seen that 6W in Eq. (92) 1s a 

quadratic expression in 691j· 6,h
ij

. Thus the incremental constitutive law, 

6,r 1j • a6.w/aAh 1j is piecewise linear. can be inverted, and hence through the 

contact transformation, one can construct .o.R such that 6,h 1j -oflR!o6,r
ij 

~ 

which is a piecewise linear law. Further details are ommitted and will be 

reported elsewhere. 

A four-node rectangular element in configuration Co is sought to be 

developed. Ie the1ihybrid-litress finite element "method based on Eq. (62), 

one has to assume, A! and A~ 1n V and ~ at oV . Simple linear func-
.- "- mo p roo 

tions are assumed for ~p at avmo, which are uniquely interpolated in terms 

of the nodal displacements, 6q. In assuning 6!, they must satisfy the linear 

momentum balance law, ~·6! - 0 (body forces are omitted for the present). 

This can be achieved by setting, 

6t ll • f l ,2; 6t12 - f 2 ,2; ~t21 - - f 1 ,1; 6t22 - - f 2 ,1 (94 ) 

where fl and £2 were chosen to be, 

fl • Slx l + S2x2 + 2 
S3xl + 84xlx2 + 2 

S5x2; and 

f2 o B6xl + S7x2 + 2 
Saxl + 89xlx2 + 2 

B1Ox2 (95) 

Thus there are 10 undetermined stress parameters, ~.We note however that 

the special case when 82 - -8
6

, and other 81S are zero, corresponds to a 

element matrix equations, the details of which are to be reported else-

where) . Further, noting that ''':n° 1, the rotation field is assumed in the 

element aa, 

[au 
"21 

al2] 
"22 

C coa, 
- Sin, 

linD 
cos, 

(96) 
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which is clearly orthogonal. The incremental rotation field~ 1s then assu· 

med as. 

601 -
N+1 

01 

N 
sin, 

N 
cos, 

(97) 

where N+1 N t,t-, -,. The incremental rotation 6~ satisfied the required 

orthogonality condition. 

6:/ N 
f! + (~N)T bE - 0 (98) 

The rotation function 6+ - !Jot +1Jo2x l + 1Jo3x2 + . etc. (99) 

where !Jot are undetermined parameters. In the present paper, 6+ 1s simply 

assumed to be a constant within each element. All the subsequent formal 

derivations leading to the element stiffness matrix, the final metrix equa-

tions, and their 801ution are omitted for want of space. We note however, 

that it can be shown that if the number of assumed stress parameters e in 

each element is 'a~ the number of rotation parameters is 'b', the number of 

nodal displacements q 1a 'C', then the condition for solatability of the equa-

tions at the element level is that a-b2: C. In the present example this is 

clearly satisfied, [(10-1»8 J. 

The specific constants ~f f and a in the strain energy density func-

tion, a. chosen in the present computation. are: ~ -40psi; f - 0.0; 

1 
01 - l(v-;;)' A 6x6 mesh for a quarter of the sheet. consisting of square 

elements (with 8 displacement degrees of freedom, 2 per node) is consider-

ed in the Co configuration, a8 shown in the insert of Fig. 1. The consider

ed total average stretch of 1001. of the sheet is imposed on this mesh, in 

fu~ty increments or 2.5% each. 

1 No correction iterations, a8 would arise from the corresponding n 

functional as in Eq. (40), were used in obtaining the present set of results. 

Results of convergence with mesh refinement, a8 well 88 the use of correc-

tive iterations in conjunction with larger increments of imposed stretch, 
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are not included due to apace limitations. However. we note that a 4x4 

mesh (for quarter Iheet) with corrective iterationa yielded results that 

are close to the numbers presented here. 

Fig. 1 shows the computed "applied load veraul to average stretch ll 

curve. Fig. 28 represents the computed deformed configuration olf-the sheet 
~ 

at lOOt atretch, superimposed on the under formed configuration. Fig. 2b 

shows the distribution of the atresl t22 along various ero •• sectiona, in 

each of the finite elements. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the computed 

rotation parameter, (which was assumed constant 1n each of the finite ele-

menta in the present computations) over the finite element mesh in a quar-

ter sheet, at the final stage of lOO~ average stretch. These results ap-

pear to be consistent with what may be expected. Further discussion of 

these and similar results is to be presented elsewhere. 
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